Discover the latest scientific
evidence to help your
employees perform at their best

PROACTIVELY NOURISH AND PERFORM BETTER
Our goal is to inspire healthier workplaces.
We help our clients transform their corporate culture challenging people to engage
with new approaches to health and wellbeing grounded in science and practical in application.

NUTRITION AND YOUR IMMUNE FUNCTION WEBINAR

ciallhealth.ie

Nutrition
Education

We provide evidence based information on what can effect our immune system and the dietary approach that
supports a healthier immune system. This is more important now than ever as we live through the impacts of
COVID19.

Proactively
Nourish

NUTRITION AND YOUR IMMUNE FUNCTION WEBINAR
Our diet can help support a healthier
immune system
How the immune system works
What can impact your immune
system - the immune system
response
Immune fitness
Nutritional influence & the
immune system
Age nutritional needs & the
immune system
Physical activity, inactivity and
obesity and how these influence
the immune system
How stress can influence the
immune system

What will you get
Interactive online webinar
Latest scientific research
Experiential learnings give
FREE digital resource pack

"It was a great
opportunity to
reconnect with
positive ideas of
balancing
lifestyle. The
presenters were
passionate,
knowledgeable
and easy to
approach for any
questions."

Discover practical tools to boost energy, feel confident in your food choices and bring your most productive self to work everyday
Explore the latest scientific evidence in nutrition and focus on the simple changes that work best for you

Perform
Better

6 reasons you'll love Ciall
BOOK NOW
Customised for
you

Evidence-based
Approaches

Experiential
Learning

Workshops and programmes
are designed for your business
and employee nutritional
needs.

Explore the latest nutrition
evidence with us, we know
how to make it relatable.

Discover tools that support
dietary changes that will
improve your energy.

No Nonsense
Educators
We believe in making nutrition
education accessible to
everyone, that’s why we leave
the jargon at home bringing
you energy, enthusiasm and
honesty.

Details to book
Denise
0879862135
Marie
0868194186

info@ciallhealth.ie

Flexible Delivery

Instant Impact

We appreciate that each
business has different needs,
therefore we design our
webinars to compliment your
corporate day.

We know how confusing
nutrition can feel that’s why we
give you tools to start your
practice immediately.

www.ciallhealth.ie

OUR PROMISE

Harness the power of nutrition to help people feel and perform at their best
10% increase productivity levels | 24% reduction in absenteeism | 26% increase in employee engagement | 3% drop in employee turnover.

Figures from IBEC report: UR update 2019: Key pay and workplace trends.

